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Daily Mind BuildersTM  Inferential Reasoning & Deduction

OBIE ONE, OBIE TWO
Read the true story below, then make an inference 

based on the evidence in the story.   
1Oddly enough, Obie is the name of two completely different awards given out each year.  
2The most widely known Obie is an award for Off-Broadway plays and performances in 
New York.  3The name Obie is derived from the initials in the words Off-Broadway.  4The 
second Obie is an outdoor advertising business award also derived from the first two initials 
in the name of the type of business being honored.  5The founders of this award also claim 
that the Obie is based on the original function of the Egyptian obelisk which was a tall tower 
covered with Egyptian picture writing.  6What business is this second Obie honoring?

Your conclusion:  _______________________________________________________

Write the number of the sentence that best supports your answer.  ______   

SPEAKING JAPANESE
party                matches                  shower                  page                       cabbage

lemonade             film                  towel                   size                 poster

Write the English words from the choice box that best 
match the Japanese words below. The Japanese words are 

spelled phonetically to make them easier to pronounce.

 1.  peji  _________________________________________________

 2.  posuta  _________________________________________________

 3.  shawa  _________________________________________________

 4.  taoru  _________________________________________________

 5.  saizu  _________________________________________________

 6.  firumu  _________________________________________________

 7.  macchi  _________________________________________________

 8.  pati  _________________________________________________

 9.  kyabetsu  _________________________________________________

 10.  remonedo  _________________________________________________
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 1. page 6. film
 2. poster 7. matches
 3. shower 8. party
 4. towel 9. cabbage
 5. size 10. lemonade

Outdoor billboards.  The awards are given by the Outdoor Advertising  
                 Association of American marketing.
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